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if you follow the above steps correctly, you should be able to login to the cpanel and get the username and the password. now we have to find if the user is enabled or not. one easy way to find this info is by calling our self crafted e-mail. i am giving you a hint here, you
can modify it based on your targets. i am giving the hint here, and you have to try to guess the password, the username, the e-mail and the host. hi guys, i was wondering if you can help. i am trying to hack someone, but i have no idea what their email address is. i have
found the cpanel and it is there, but i don't have any information, just the cpanel address. the cpanel directory contains config files and php files. if the cpanel directory has the cpanel_index.php file then we can list the content of the files in the directory. this is useful to
find out if there is any admin panel or any other way to login to the cpanel or to upload scripts. once we find the cpanel.txt file, we need to find out if it has any sensitive information. this can be found out by finding out if there is any data present in the file. this can be

easily done by using the command - the first option is to use less. this will open the file in a text based editor and we can view the data. it's a little difficult to find out the files that are present in the cpanel. we can use the following command to find out the files - there are
two ways to do this. one is to use google for finding the cpanel because it will then help to find the exact cpanel for the website. if you have the right ip address for the website (that is where the database is) you could just reach out to the website and tell them you are
doing a security check or something like that. another way is to go into the source code for the website and look for the phpmyadmin folder. if it is set to access via a web browser, it should be easy to get into the cpanel. if it is not set to access via a web browser, you

could then try to change the settings to see if you can get in. i hope this helps you.
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